


 



SYMBOLS, ABBREVIATIONS AND CLUES 

For Use in Note-Taking 
 

Symbols and Abbreviations 
Use symbols and abbreviations whenever possible.  The following symbols will help you take 

notes faster. 

 

= same; equal 

≠  not equal 

>  greater than 

<  less than 

≈  approximately 

 therefore 

#  number 

&  and 

( )  quantity 

* most importantly 

+  positive; add; also 

-  negative; subtract 

/  divide; per 

x  times 

@  at 

¶  new idea; paragraph 

↑  up; increasing 

→  resulting in 

↓  down; decreasing 

♀  female 

♂  male 

eg  for example 

ie  that is 

w/  with 

w/o  without 

w/in  within 

b/c  because 

v  very 

esp  especially 

inc include 

imp important

 

Verbal, Visual, and Nonverbal Clues 
Learn to read the lecture style of each of your instructors and use their verbal, visual, and 

nonverbal clues to identify important information. 

 

Listen for Verbal Clues 
 “This is important.  You need to know and understand this.  This will be on the next test.” 

 “As I have already said…” (ideas are repeated). 

 “Be sure you copy this information (from the overhead or chalkboard).” 

 “If you haven’t already done so, be sure you read carefully the information on pages…” 

 “I can’t emphasize enough the importance of…” 

 Words such as: kinds of, steps, advantages, the main point, the most important reason… 

 Intonation (pitch of his or her voice); volume of voice; and rate of speech 

 

Watch for Visual Clues 
 Writing on the chalkboard 

 Visual graphics displayed on a screen 

 PowerPoint presentations 

 

Cue in to Nonverbal Clues 
 Body stance, hand gestures, facial expressions (forehead wrinkles, eyebrows rise) 

 Pauses to look at notes or give students time to write 

 Writing information on the board, pointing to parts of it over and over, and circling words on 

the board 

 
Sources: How to Get Good Grades in College by Linda O’Brien; Essential Study Skills by Linda Wong 



 





 


